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On a norm convergence theorem with 
respect to the Vilenkin sys tem 
in the Hardy spaces 
GYÖRGY GÁT 
A b s t r a c t . In 1993. the author proved the l i m X]fc=l \\Skf\\l/k = | | / | | i 
convergence for functions / in H ( G m ) (the so-called "atomic" Hardy space) with respect 
to ail Gm Vilenkin group. In this paper we prove that this theorem fails to hold in the 
case of the so-called unbounded Vilenkin group and the "maximal" Hardy space. 
Introduction and Resuit s 
First we introduce some necessary définitions and notations of the the-
ory of the Vilenkin systems. The Vilenkin systems were introduced by N. Ja. 
Vilenkin in 1947 (see e.g. [8]). Let m := (mk,k G N)(N := {0,1, . . .}) be a 
sequence of integers each of them not less than 2. Let Zmk denote the mk-th 
discrète cyclic group. Zmk can be represented by the set {0,1,. . . , mjt — 1}, 
where the group opération is the mod m k addition and every subset is open. 
The measure on Zmk is defined such that the measure of every singleton is 
€ N). Let 
OO 
G m — X . 
k=0 
This gives that every x G Gm can be represented by a sequence x = (x;, i G 
N), where X{ G Zmi,(i G N). The group opération on Gm (denoted by 
+) is the coordinate-wise addition (the inverse opération is denoted by — ), 
the measure (denoted by /x) and the topology are the product measure and 
topology. Consequently, Gm is a compact Abelian group. If s u p n e N mn < 
oo, then we call G m a bounded Vilenkin group. If the generating sequence 
m is not bounded, then Gm is said to be an unbounded Vilenkin group. 
A base for the neighborhoods of Gm can be given as follows 
I0(x):=Gm, In(x):={y = (y{,i G N) G Gm : yl = xjoii < n} 
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for x G Gm, n G P : = N \ {0}. Let 0 = ( 0 G N) G Gm dénoté the nul-
lelement of Gm,In: = In{ 0) (n G N). Furthermore, let Lp(Gm) (1 < p < oo) 
dénoté the usual Lebesgue spaces (||.||p the corresponding norms) on Gm, 
An the a algebra generated by the sets In(x) (x G Gm) and En the condi-
tional expectation operator with respect to An (n G N) ( / G X1.) 
The concept of the maximal Hardy space ([Sch, Sim]) H l ( G m ) is de-
fined by the maximal function / * : = supn | E n f \ ( / G Ll{Gm)), saying that 
/ belongs to the Hardy space H1(Gm) if / * G Ll(Gm). H1(Gm) is a Banach 
space with the norm 
I l / l i -
The so-called atomic Hardy space H ( G m ) is defined for bounded Vi-
lenkin groups as follows [Sch, Sim]. A function a G L°°(Gm) is called an 
atom, if either a — 1 or a has the following properties: suppa Ç Iai || a ||oo< 
f[ a = 0, where Ia G J : = {In{x) x G Gm,n G N}. The elements of 
X are called intervais on Gm. We say that the function / belongs to H(Gm), 
if / can be represented as / = X ^ o where ai 's are atoms and for the 
coefficients A; (z G N) YJÎLQ l-M < oo is true. It is known that H(Gm) is a 
Banach space with respect to the norm 
h : = m î
 11, 
1=0 
where the infinum is taken ail over décompositions 
/ = Y^Xiüi G H(Gm). 
i= 0 
If the sequence m is not bounded, then we define the set of intervais in a 
différent way ([5]), that is we have "more" intervais than in the bounded 
case. 
A set / C G m is called an interval if for some x G Gm and n G N, J is 
of the form I — [JkeU In(x, k) where U is one of the following sets 
Ui = 0 , . . . , 
m7 
- 1 },U2 = 
TÏLR 
1 
/ 7 3 - 0, 
[mj2] - 1 
- 1 U « = 
[mn /2] - 1 1. mr - 1 
etc., and In(x,k):={y G Gm : yj = x j ( j < n),yn = k}, (x G Gm,k G 
Zmn -,n £ N"). The rest of the définition of the atomic Hardy space H is the 
same as in the bounded case. 
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It is known that if the sequence m is bounded, then II1 = H, otherwise 
H is a proper subset of H1 [2]. 
Let Mo : = 1, Mn+i := mnMn (n G N). Then each natural number n can 
be uniquely expressed as 
oo 
n 
i=o 
= J 2 n i M i ( n i ^ { 0 , 1 , m t - - 1}, i G N), 
where only a finite number of n^s difFer from zéro. The generalized Rade-
macher functions are defined as 
rn(x) exp ( 2iri—— ) (x G Gm, n G N, i := \/—T) 
V ^ n / 
Then 
oo 
j=o 
the nth Vilenkin fonction. The system ip : = : N G N) is called a Vilenkin 
system. Each ipn is a character of Gm and ail the characters of Gm are of 
this form. Define the m -adic addition as 
k © n\- + nj(moàmj))Mj ( k , n G N). 
j=o 
Then, 1pk®n = 1pk1pn, Í>n(x + y) = ^nOO^nfa), ^n(-z) = = 
G G G m ) . 
Define the Fourier coefficients, the partial sums of the Fourier sériés, 
the Dirichlet kernels with respect to the Vilenkin system ip as follows 
~ n — 1 
f(n):= fï>n,Snf f(k)ipk, 
J G m i n k=0 
n —1 
Dn(y,x) = Dn(y - x): = 
k=o 
Then 
(Snf)(y) = [ f{x)Dn(y - x)dx (n G N, y G G m , / G i 1 ^ ) ) . JG^ 
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It is well-known that 
SMJ(X) = MN / f = E n f ( x ) ( / G LL(GM),NE N ) 
oo rrij — 1 
p—mj — ríj 
(x G Gm,n G N, / G L1(G r m)). For more détails on Vilenkin systems see 
In 1983. B. Smith proved ([7]) for the trigonométrie system the follow-
ing convergence theorem 
for functions / in the "classical" Hardy Space. In 1987. P. Simon proved 
[6] this theorem for the Walsh system. (The Walsh system is a Vilenkin 
system, rrij = 2 for ail j G N in this case.) In 1993. the author improved [3] 
this resuit, that is proved this theorem for the Vilenkin systems on bounded 
Vilenkin groups and in the case of the H ( G m ) "atomic" Hardy space — 
for unbounded ones, too. Does this theorem hold in the case of unbounded 
Vilenkin groups and the "maximal" Hardy space? (For unbounded Vilenkin 
groups H ^ H 1 . ) We give a negative answer for this question. 
Theorem. K supn = OO, then there exists a fonction / G 
e.g. [1]. 
H 1 ( G s u c h that 
PROOF. Let 
(Mk+1, x G 4 ( 0 , 1 ) 
fk(x) : = < -Mk+l, xelk(0,Ak) 
y 0, otherwise, 
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where 
A
 k : = 
Í m f c / 2 , 2 \ m k 
' \ ( m f c - l ) /2 , 2 / m j t ' 
for mk > 4. If mk < 4, then fk : = 0. It is easy to see that n > M^+i implies 
Snfk = fk and n < Mk implies SVJ^ = 0. _ 
If Mk < n < Mk+1, then let y G 4 ( 0 , /), l / 1, Afc and a; G 4 ( 0 , 1 ) U 
Ik(0, Ajt). Consequently, y - x G h \ h+i, 
jfc-i njt -1 
^ n f o - = E ^ ^ ^ - *) + Mk £ ^ - *)' 
{i})n(y - x) = rkk (y - x)) thus 
- 1 
p-0 
\Snfk\ > 
h (0,0 
/ Jt—i 
l é ? IAI+ \i=o 
, , ,r
n
k
h(y-x)-l , 
= : ( ! ) + (2). 
1(1)1 < ^ i s t r i v i a L 
(2) = 
((Í - Afc)cfc) - 1 
For l < [ f ] 
rfc((/ - l)ejt) - 1 rfc((Z - Ak)ek) - 1 
rk((l - Ak)ek) - 1 
< 
S1H 7T 
That is, 
(2)> 1 
nk(l~1) sm 7T— -mk 
mk sin 7T —-mk 
m,t 
— C. 
< C. 
These estimations give 
mk /4] 
Iis-Alli > £ / * ^ Ë 
0,0
 (=2 
Sin 7T 
mfc 
— C 
sm 7T • mfc 
> c log nk - c. 
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This follows 
Mfc+i-l .. „ Mfc+i-1 
1 \\bnfk\\i
 > C log nk 
"ilt-1 1 1 2 
c v - log nk log mk 
logMjt+i , nk \ogMk+1 
' nk= 1 
Define the sequences of indices i £ P such that 
log2 m ^ fc 
- > e (k e p) . 
log M ^ + 
Set T h e n H / l l ^ < E , ~ i M I A J I ^ < c. 
log M, 
n = M V k 6 n=M„ f c V 7 
M^+i-1 fc-1 
ra^ J k i i ^ g ^ x K / -
1 
> ck -
log M, 
for all A; G P . That is 
E [ E j î W M |i / » = < * - c , 
1 " 
sup V \\Skf\\i/k = oo. 
n log n ^ 
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